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§ r. Introduction,. -The differential equation of G. W. Hill, 
di, 
+(00 +201coszz +202cos4.2+ . . .)y =o* . (1) 
may be regarded as an extended case of Mathieu's equation, 
2 
6/22 
+ (a + lug cos 2z)y = o. fi . . . (2) 
In it y may be taken to represent the extent of departure from the 
periodic orbit caused by the action of various perturbative forces, 
and z as the time- variable. The quantities 00, 01, 02, etc., are 
merely known numerical constants. 
From the general theory of linear differential equations with 
periodic coefficients, it is known T. that the general solution of 
both (i) and (2) is of the forni 
y = Aew`0(z) + Be- µztpi(z), 
where A and 13 are arbitrary constants, µ is a constant depending 
solely on the 00, 01, 0.,, etc., in the first, and on a and q in the 
second case, and and t/i are purely periodic functions of z, with 
period equal to that of the coefficients in the differential equation. 
In general, is not zero, but it may so happen that the 
numerical constants (00, 01, 0, etc., or a and q) of the differential 
equation are such that µ does vanish, in which case and 
become identical and y is expressed as a purely periodic function 
of z. Thus in this case, not the general solution, but a single 
solution is known, to which a second and quasi- periodic solution 
is related as in the " logarithmic case " of Bessel functions. 
In the case of Mathieu's equation these purely periodic solu- 
tions are known ;§ in particular, if 
a= r +8q- 8q2 -8q3+ . . . 
the equation (2) lias a solution 
y = sin z + q sin 3z +g3(sin 32+ 1 sin 5z) +q3(l sin 3z+ t - sin 52 
+ l s sin ryz) + . . . . (3) 
Hill, Cambridge, U.S.A., 1877 ; Acta illathematica, vol. viii. pp. 1 -36 
(1886) ; and Collected Works, i. pp. 243-270. 
t z. Bruns, Ast. Nach., No. 2533, S. 193-204 (1883), and No. 2553, 
S. 129 -132 (1884). 
y. Floquet, Annales de l'École Normale Supérieure, (2), T. 12, pp. 47 -88 
(1883). 
§ V. Whittaker, Proceedings of the International Congress of Mathe- 
maticians, vol. i., Cambridge, 1912. 
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and if a = z 8q - 8q2 + 8q3 + .. . 
the equation (2) has a solution 
y = cos z + q cos 3z + q2( cos 3Z +1 cos 5z) + q3(.4 cos 3Z - cos 5Z 
+ -18 cos ryz)+ . . . (4) 
The very close resemblance in form which exists between these 
two solutions suggested to Whittaker that they might be mere 




u= sin ( z a) +a, cos ( 32 o-) +b3 sin (3z -0-)+ a5 cos (5z o-) 
+ b5 sin (5z o) + . . 
where o- was a new parameter depending solely on the constants 
a and q of the differential equation (2). The solution (3) above 
would then correspond to the case o- = o, and the solution (4) to 
o = 7r.* In this expression the coefficient of sin (z o) is taken to 
2 
be unity, and no term whatsoever in cos (z o-) appears. By 
means of this stipulation, o is completely determined -it amounts, 
in fact, to a definition of o-. It would, of course, be equally possible 
to express u as a series beginning with . cos (z o) in which no 
term in sin (z o-) appears, in which case o- would be differently 
defined. 
Acting on this 'suggestion, Whittaker found that Mathieu's 
equation was actually satisfied by an expression of the form 
y = e u(z), where u(z) is a purely periodic function of z of the 
above forni and FL is given by the power- series in q,. 
µ= 4g Sin 2o-- 12g3 sin 2o-- 12g4 sin 4o+ . . (5) 
the parameter o being connected with the constants .a and q of 
the differential equation by the relation 
a= z + 8q cos 20- + ( 16 + 8 cos 4o-)g2 8q3 cos 20' + . . . (6) 
and the coefficients as, b3, a5, b5, etc., of the Fourier series for u 
are themselves power- series in q with coefficients involving the 
parameter o-, viz., 
b3 =q +q2 cos 20 +(- 14 +5 cos 4(r)g3+ . . . 
a3 = 342 sin 2(7+ 3q3 sin 4o- + . . . 
b5 = -q2 + -t-q3 cos 20- + . . . 
a5=- 1$4 -g3sin 2o' +, 
437 
and so on. 
In the astronomical problem of the mean motion of the Moon's 
* Whittaker, Proc. Edina. Math. Soc., xxxii. (1913 -14), p. 76. 
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perigee which led Hill to the discussion of the differential equation 
known by his name, the principal aim is to evaluate the quantity p. 
on which depends the secular departure from the truly periodic 
orbit. This is a matter of considerable difficulty, because no simple 
relation can be found expressing µ directly in terms of the 
constants 00, Ol, O . . . Hill himself solved the problem by the 
use of an infinite determinant, a method previously unknown in 
analysis, and obtained p. numerically to fifteen places of decimals 
(sixteen significant figures). It is the object of the present paper 
to apply Whittaker's method of solving Mathieu's equation to 
Hill's equation, and thus to obtain literal expressions for p in terms 
of o-, and for the parameter ®o in terms of o- and the constants 
01, 0,, etc., of the equation, by means of which expressions µ might 
be evaluated. The process itself is really equivalent to introducing 
a new parameter o- in place of the old parameter ®o, and then 
obtaining a simple relation between p and this new parameter and 
the constants of the equation, from which we may ultimately deduce 
for p. its numerical value. 
§ 2. The Method of Solution. -As in the case of Mathieu's 
equation, we assume that the general solution of Hill's equation is 
y = oAZu, 
where 
+p2(o-)09+ . +g1(0")®12+g9(o-)092+ . 
+ g12( o) ®1 ®2 + g13(o-) ®1 ®3 + g23(o -) ®9 ®3 + . + ß'1(U) ®1' + 
and 
u = sin (z o-)+ A1(z, o') ®1 + A2(z, 0-) ®9 + . . . + Bl(z, 0')®l2 
+ B2(z, (0®22 + . . . + Bi2(z, o') ®1 ®2 + . . . + Cl(z, o-)013 + 
o- being determined by the relation 
®O= l +Al(a-)®1 +a.2(u)02+ +pl(U) ®i2 +P2(0-) ®22+ 
+ pA.19(U) ®1 ®9 + + vl(U)®13 + 
Substituting these expressions in the differential equation, we get 
sin (z o-) +Al +A 2" ®2+ . . . +Iil +B2 " ®22+ . . 
+ B12' ®1 ®2 + B13 ' ®1 ®3 + . . + Cl + . 
+ C12"01209 + + C21"01022 + . . . 
+ 2(1)1°1+ .122®2 + . . +'11®12 +'12®92 + +'119®1®9 + 
+ r101a + cos (z o-) + Al'Ol + A2'02 + . . . + B1'0l2 
+B202+ + B19'®1®9 + .} 
+{(11®1+p209+ +gl®12+ .)2+I+ít1®1+À9.,+ 
+ µ1®12 + µ2®92 + . . . + y-12®1®9 + . . . + vl013 + . . . 
+201 COS 2z+20.2 COS 4z+ . . .} {Sill (z- er) +A101+It209+ 
. . . + B1®12 + B9®92 + + B12®1®9 + } = o. 
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The ternis independent of 01, 02 . . . in this equation are 
identically zero. If we equate to zero the terms involving nothing 
but the first power of 01, we get 
A1" + AI + 2p1 cos (z o) + 2 sin (z o) cos 2z + X1 sin (z o) = o 
or 
A1" +A1 +zp1 cos (z o-)+ X1 sin (z o)+ sin (3z a-) 
sin (z o) cos za- cos (z o) sin 2o- = O. 
It has already been observed that the expression for u is to 
contain no term in cos (z o-). We may conveniently take the 
coefficient of sin (z o) in it to be unity, which simply amounts to 
fixing the arbitrary constant by which the solution is multiplied. 
Such being the case, A1, A2 . B1, B2 . . . B12 ... and so on, 
contain no terms in either cos (z o) or sin (z o-). 
We thus have, in the case of 01, 
p1= sin 2o-. 
X1= cos 2cr. 
Al =. sin (3z o). 
Proceeding in this way we may obtain as many coefficients of the 
terms in the expression for u as we may desire. We shall not 
obtain an expression for the general term of the series, but from 
the computing point of view this is a matter of no consequence. 
§ 3. The Solution in detail. -The terms in the expansions, so 
far as they have been worked out, are entered below, under the 
power or product of the 0's to which they correspond. The 
small Roman letters, p, q, r . . . refer to the coefficients in the 
expansion of µ ; Greek letters, X, µ, v . . . refer to the expansion of 
00; and capital Roman letters, A, B, C ... to the expansion of u. 
Terms in 01 
p1= i sin 2cr. 
X1= cos zv. 
A1= sin (3z o). 
Terms in 0r, where. r = 2, 3, 4 . . . - 
pr = o. 
Xr =o. 
A,.= 1 sin {(zr +i)z o- } I sin {(zr i)z +o- }. 
4r(r + I) 4r(r I) 
Terms in 012 - 
qi = o. 





sin (5z o-) + 4 sin 2cr cos (3z o-) 
I ±-64 cos 2cr sin (3z o-). 
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Terns in 0r2, where r = 2, 3, 4 . . .- 
qr =0. 
Fr = 2 (r2 - I) 
Br= I sin {(4r+I)z-o} 
32r2(r+ I)(2r+ I) 
Terms in 0102- 
q12=8Sin2Q. 
I 
µi2 = 4 cos zo-. 
LXXV. 5, 
sin {(4r- I)7 +a }. 32r2(r I)(2r- i) 
B12 288 
sin (7z - 0)+ 
288 
sin zv cos (52 - O) 
-288 cos 20 sin (5z - cr) - a sin 4o cos (32 - o-) 32
+ 
C48 
-3z COS 40.1 Sin (32 - 0). 
Terms in 01®r, where r = 3, 4, 5 
qlr = O. 
/41r = O. 
BIr= r2 +r2 sin {(zr +3)z -cr} 32r(r+ i) (r+ 2) 
r2 r I 
+ 8r2(r + I)(92 - 1) Siri 2cr cos {(2r+ I)7 - o-} 
I 
. 
8r2(2-+ I) (r2 - .1) 
cos 2 cr sin far + I )z - o- } 
I - Sin 40 cos { (zr - i )z - 0-} 
16r(r 
r +z cos 4a sin {(2r- I)z -a} 16r(r- i) l r(r+ I) r- i 
r2 r2 z sin {(zr- 3)z +o }. 
32r(r. i) (r 2) 
Terms in OrOr +i, where r = 2, 3, 4 . .- 
gr, r+1 - sin irr. 
4212' + I) 
Fir. r+1 - cos '2o-. 2r(r + I) 
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Br, r+1= xór(r+ I)(r+2)(2r+ I) 
in {(4Y+3)z- o'} 
16r(r2 - I)(zr+ i) Sin {(4r+ r)2+ o-} 
r2+r+ 
+ i6r(r2 - I)(r+ 2) sin (3z - Q). 
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Terms in 0,08f where r = 2, 3, 4 . . . and s> r + I- 
grs = 0 
%c,,= O. 
B,- I I sin{(2r+2S.+I)z-o} 16(s+r)(s+'r+i){r(r+I) s(s+I)} 
16(S+r)(s+r- I) `r(9 1 t)+s(si I) } sin {(2r+2s- x)z+cr} 
+ 16(s - r)(s - r+ I) { r(r I I) + s(s +1)} sin {(2s- 2r + I )z - o} 
I I I } sin{ (2s- 2r - I)z+o-}. 16(s-r)(s-r-I){r(r+I) s(s - I) 
Terms in 013- 
r1 = - 3 sin 20. 
I26 
I 
V1 = - . COS 2a 
4 
C 1 sin (7z - e) +- 7 sin 20 cos (51- cr) 
1 - - 9216 2304 
x 
- COS 2Q sin (51 -o-)+ -1- 
2 
sin 4v cos (3z - Q) 
(5? cos 4ff - .68/ sin (31- v). 
Terms in 0,3, where r = 2, 3, 4 . . .- 
rr=o. 
vr=o. 
sin {(6r+ x)z -o} 
. 
l, 
384r3(r+ I)(2r+ I)(3r+ 1) 
x sin {(6r- 1)2+o-} 
384r3(r - I)(2r - I)(3r - I) 
7r4+4r+I sin{(zr+I)z-Q} 
I28r3(r+ i)2(r2 - I)(2r+ I) 
7,2_ 4r +I sin {(2r- x)2+ v }. 
I287-(r - I)2(r2 - I)(2r- I) 
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Terms in 01202 





V12 =_X92 +6 cos 40-. 
C12 = sin (91- Cr) + 43 
sin 2a 
cos - o) + COS 20 sin (71 - o) 
9216 2764,2°- 3072 
1 
sin q4o- cos (57. - o) + 
L 2 6 7 
cos 40-) Sill (511 - 
6912 
d) 
9 i 2 \ 3 8 4 9 12 
+ (1 sin zo - I28 sin 6o) cos (3z - Cr) 
+ 9216 
Cos 220 - 
128 
COS 6o1 sin (3s- o). 
Terms in 01203 
ris = - sin 20. 384 
via= 
5 COS 2o-. 
192 
Ternis in 0120,r, r> 3- 
rir=0. 
vb.= 0. 
Terms in Or202r -i- 
3r -2 rr, 2r_I = sin 217. 
32r2(r - 1)2(2r - i) 
3r - 2 Vr, 2r-I= 2 CO3 2a. 16r(r-I)(2 2r-I) 
Terms in Or202i.- 
rr.2,. = 0 
Vr.2r- 4(r2- 1)(4r2- L) 
3 
Terms in Or202,. +I 
r. 2r+1 - 3r + 2 - sin 2 Cr. r 32r2(r+ I)2(2r+ I) 
3r + 2 cos 2O'. 
16r2(r + 1)2(2r + i) 
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s =zr - I 
Terms in 0,205, except for 
s= 2r 








v21= -- cos 20'. 
144 
091- sin (I Iz - 0) + n 2 °- cos (9z - o) 691200 
cos 2cr sin (9z I sin 40 COS (72 o) 
14400 11152 
+ 
(7 I cos 40) sin (72- o) 
I1520 I152 
+9196 sin 2v COS (5z- v) +3óry2 cos 20 sin -v) 
- 
Iz8 
sin 4v cos (3z - cr) + (576 I z8 COS 4o-) Sin (32 v). 
Terms in 010,.2 - 
2 r2 - I 
r'1 81.2(r - r)2(r + 1)2 sin zcr. 
I 
V,.1 - cos 2O'. 
4r2(r - I)2(r + I )2 
Terms in 0102 03 
1 
r123 = sin 4v. 1152 
V123 = 57 cos 4a -X 92. 
Terms in 0102 4 
r124 = SUL 20". 
384 
V124 = - cos 2Q. 192 
Terms in (V- 
S - - 3 sin 4o-. 
1024 
I II 1 = - 48 i 22 COS 4v. 
EMMA.aei 
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Di 
737280 
sin Q) + 42368 cos (7z - ) + 49 52 sin (72- v) 
+IZS6 80 (5z-o)+(41c2s6v 221 8 l sin (5z-o) 74 \ 559 4/ 
(9 sin 6o- 137 sin 21 cos (3z - o-) 
4096 18432 J 
(7 cos 60- 37 cos 2o) 
6 
sin (31 - + 
409 1 8 
f 





32(r3 - 1)3(4r2 - 
Terns in 0i302 
2II sin 2o- + 5- sin 6cr 
9216 1024 
27/ 12= 
175 cos 20-+ 7 cos 6cr. 
9216 512 
Terms in 015 
t1= 36864 sin 2v - 92 sin 6R 
131=288 











9181 cos 4.0- _ 35 cos 8cr. 
221184 176947z 32768 
§ 4. Method of Verification. -A simple check upon the correct- 
ness of the above results, and a means of obtaining further terms 
in the expansions for 0o and µ, may easily be derived from the 
original differential equation. 
As we have seen, Hill's equation has a solution y = eµzsb(z), 
where ç(z) is periodic in z and of period 27. 
Now consider the more simple case of Hill's equation, 
d- -{ (®0 + 201 cos 22+ 202 cos 4z)y =0, 
and try to satisfy it by an expression of the form 
J- i eµ2 sin (z - v) + b3 sin (3z -o-)+ b5 sin (5z - v) + + a3 cos (3z - a-) ± a5 cos (52 - o') + 
the a's and b's being independent of z. 
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We thus find that the following relations must hold 
µ = 01 cos 2o- - 0,01 -}z a502 - íu302 cos 2o- + ¡b302 sin 2 a', 
and 
00 = I + OOI cos 20. -ßb2 - b301+ a3OO 2 sin 2a -6,502+ b302 cos 20- 
which represent and 00 so far as they involve only 01 and 02. 
Knowing a3, b3, etc., in the genera] expansion, we may use the 
above relations as a verification of our results, or even in some 
cases to determine unknown coefficients in either or both of the 
expansions of .c and 00. 
§ 5. Series for 00 and ,u. -As the purpose of this paper is to 
indicate a possible method for computing µ, rather than to carry 
out such a computation in its fullest details, an accuracy of ten 
places of decimals only will be aimed at. Since in Kill's equation 
Oti is a quantity of the 2ith order, the following expansions for 00 
and will be sufficient for our purpose, viz., 





-Ó 0013 20' +1 - III2 +5 40"\0012002 
4 \ 192 4 




I Í I 
COS 4a' I0I4 + 1 15 
9612 
COS 20" + 
I 2 
cos 60')00 1302 
'48 





)O 15 49 
83 9181 
+ C 221t 84 + 1769472 
cos 4cr - 
768 
cos 80)0,6. 
µ =101 sin 2cr +- 0102sin2v+ i0303 sin 2o- 3 013 sin 2o- 











®1®2133 sin 4v - 3 014 sin 4v 1152 I024 





sin 2o' - 
81 92 
sin 6x)015 
+ 337 sin 4a 
0442368 
15 sin 8O. 010. 
65536 
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These, of course, reduce, when 01= 8g and 02=-03=04= . . . 
=o, to the expressions (6) and (5) previously given for the a and 
p. of Mathieu's equation respectively. 
It is noteworthy that of terms of the first degree, that in 01 
alone appears ; product terms of the second degree appear only 
in the form 0r ®r +1, and no terms whatsoever in 0,2 exist in the 
expansion for p. In addition, it may be remarked that there are 
no terms in either 020,} or 01204, which is important in view of 
the fact that the order of such a term is that of 016, which is 
retained in the above expansions. 
§ 6. Numerical Computation of p. -The actual numerical 
values of the quantities 00, 01, 02, etc., which enter into Hill's 
equation are as follows (to eleven places of decimals) .- 
0o= 1.15884 39396 o 
01= - .05704 40187 5 
02= 00038 32380 o 
03= - 00000 91732. 9. 
So far as the present work is concerned, 04 and higher O's are not - 
required, as they do not give rise to terms whose order is less than 
the twelfth. 
Using then the above values, we find that the expression for 00 
becomes 
1.15884 39396 0=.1 - 0008i 33804 9 - 05704 65855 7 cos 20- 
+ 0004o 66226 27 cos 40-+ '00000 00009 45 cos 60 
- 00000 00000 368 cos 8cT. 
whence 
COs 20= - 2`79871 82492 I+ 00712 79047 3 cos 40 
+ 00000 00 165 65 cos 60 - 00000 00064 51 cos 80-. 
As there are no tables available giving circular functions of a 
complex argument to a sufficient degree of accuracy, it is found 
best to treat the above equation as an algebraic equation in cos 20. 
If, therefore, we make the substitution x = cos 20-, the equation 
becomes 
1 00000 00496 9x= - 2.80584 61603 9+0I425 58610 7x2 
+ 00000 00662 6ox3 - .00000 00516 08x4, 
whence we obtain 
x= -2.80584 60209 7 + .01425 58603 6x2 
+'00000 oo62 6ox3- .00000 00516 08x4. 
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From this equation x is easily obtained by the usual methods of 
successive approximation. The value we find is 
X= COS 2Q= - 2'70178 48031 8, 
We thus see that v is a complex quantity; its numerical value 
may be obtained from the usual tables. We find, in fact, that to 
four places of decimals, 
o-= z +0-8255i, where 
Knowing now the ñumerical value of cos 20- we may compute 
the corresponding values of sin 20', sin 417, etc., by means of the 
usual relations :- 
sin 2v= ±iN/cos2 24 I, cos' 20- being greater than unity. 
sin 40- = 2 sin 2o- COS 2o-, etc. 
The ambiguous sign leads to two values of /.1. numerically equal 
but of different sign, as may be expected from the nature of the 
general solution of differential equations of the type considered. 
We shall see that the positive value of sin zo- leads to the negative 
value of µ and vice versa. 
The values we find are :- 




sin 60- = 70'7758 i 
sin 8o-= 368.8 i. 
The expression which we have obtained for p, in ternis of v 
becomes, when for the O's their corresponding numerical values 
are inserted, the following :- 
'02852 03942 5 sin 2Q- '00000 00212 52 sin 4v 
+ -00000 00003 162 sin 60- -00000 00000 00026 sin 80- 
_ .07158 35829 9 i 
+ .00000 02882 3 i 
+:00000 00223 8 i 
.07158 32723 8 i. 
Hence, to ten places of decimals (no consideration being taken 
of the sign), 
µ= 58 32724 
In Hill's celebrated paper, already referred to, the corresponding 
constant c is given to fifteen places of decimals. To ten places of 
decimals its value is 
c=1-07158 32774 
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The discrepancy in the ninth place of decimals is probably due 
to our having neglected high order terms whose influence on the 
final result is appreciable. The connection between Hill's value of 
c and the value we have obtained for is easily seen. In Hill's 
case c is real, but in the present working was found to be a pure 
imaginary, which arises in the fact that Hill so changed his in- 
dependent variable that the imaginary unit i was absorbed into 
it. It may also be noticed that the value we have obtained for p. 
is o7158 . . . i and not ro7158 . . . i, as might be expected by 
comparison with Hill's value of c. But if we write the factor 
e' in the form eÀ'iz we see that its secular nature is unchanged 
by the addition of unity, thus ePP +1 }iz, and that in this respect the 
non -appearance of the unity is a matter of no consequence. The 
general solution is now e(?+')ize- izu(z), of which the factor e- ízu(z) 
has the period 7r, as is demanded by the general theory, whereas 
u(z) itself has only the period 27T. This indicates that the other 
factor, which is in general secular as regards the period 7r, should 
be taken in the form e(x +1) z and not as it originally arose, and that 
therefore an initial Unity should be supplied to our value of p. 
The fact that is imaginary shows that the solution is stable, so 
that its corrected value gives us a measure of the period of small 
oscillations about the truly periodic orbit. 
The method of dealing with Hill's equation indicated above 
seems to be quite satisfactory, and can be used to any desired 
degree of precision once the more advanced terms in the series for 
p. and Oo have been obtained to a sufficiently high order. In the 
present paper they have only been taken to the tenth order, but 
to obtain higher terms is, though laborious, a matter of no great 
difficulty. The expansions for Oo and p. which we have obtained 
are suitable only for the particular cases, such as that dealt 
with by Hill, in which Oo is nearly unity. It is, however, 
equally possible to obtain similar expansions which are suited 
to the cases in which the quantity O, approaches the values 
4, 9, 16, etc. 
The' Mathematical Laboratory, 
University of Edinburgh : 
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Contents of Paper. -In § r the solution of Hill's equation 
appropriate to the case of Oo nearly equal to unity is taken, and 
the variation of Oo and µ as the auxiliary parameter o- varies is 
discussed numerically, special regard being taken as to the stability 
or instability of the solution. In § 2 the solution applicable to 
the case of Oo nearly equal to 4 is obtained and discussed in a 
similar manner, and reference is incidentally made to the cases of 
Oo nearly equal to 9, 16 .... Finally, in § 3, the solution which 
diverges in the vicinity of Oo = r, 4, 9, . . . is taken, and its 
relation to the other solutions is demonstrated. 
§ r. In a paper " On a General Solution of Hill's Equation," 
which I communicated last year to this Society,* I showed that 
Hill's equation 
dz2 
+ (Oo + 201 cos 2z + 202 cos 4z + . . . )y =o . (1) 
was satisfied by a function eµzu(z), where u(z) was a purely periodic 
function of z of the form 
sin (z v) + a3 cos (3z o) + b3 sin (3z o-) + a5 cos (5z o-) 
+b5 sin (5z o)+ . . . , 
and p appeared as a function of u and of the parameters 01, 02, 
etc. (but not Oo), of the differential equation. The new parameter 
o- is not arbitrary, for the quantity Oo has to satisfy a certain 
relation involving o, so that if Oo is fixed, o- is determined also. 
By this means it was possible to evaluate µ by first determining v 
from the known constants of the equation, and then, knowing o-, 
to compute the numerical value of kt. 
This method of attacking the problem appears, from a theoretical 
point of view, so artificial that it has been suggested to me that 
I should investigate its real significance and so explain its apparent 
artificiality. These notes are therefore devoted to an inquiry into 
the properties of the new parameter o-, and incidentally to the 
question of the stability or instability of the solution corresponding 
to any given value of the parameter Oo, when the constants 01, O2, 
03, etc., have definite values assigned to them. f 
For the purposes of this paper, Hill's values of the constants 
01, 02, Os, etc., will be adopted, but Oo will, of course, be left 
quite arbitrary. As the series for Oo and are unsuited for 
accurate numerical work when large imaginary or complex values 
of o- are inserted, an accuracy of only four or five places of 
* M.N., lxxv. p. 436, March 1915. 
t For a somewhat similar investigation applied to Mathieu's equation, 
vide A. W. Young, Proc. Edin. Math. Soc., xxxii. (1913 -14), p. 81. 
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decimals will be aimed at. This degree of accuracy will, however, 
be adequate to illustrate the phenomena with which this . paper 
professes to deal. The series for.00 and obtained in my previous 
paper are as follows 
00 =I+ 01 cos 2o +(- + *cos 40 )012 +10102 COS 2o'- Al013COS 20 
+(- 1-102+ cos 4(7)0,202 +( 51cos 40)0,4 +... (2) 
= ¡01 sin 247 + *0102 Sin 217 -1-013 Sin 20 + 1 801202 sin 4o- 
). 032 4°14 sin 40'+ (3) 
which become, when Hill's values of the constants are inserted, 
00 ='99918 7 - -05704 66 cos 2v +-0004o 662 cos 4o+ .. . (4) 
µ= 'o2852 04 sin 2v +'00000 002 Sin 40 - * (5) 
In the previous paper Hill's value of the quantity 00 was 
assumed, and the corresponding value of o deduced, but in the 
present notes 00 will be regarded as a dependent variable whose 
behaviour, as o- varies, is to be investigated. For the present we 
see that if 00 is real, then cos 2o is real, and consequently o- is 
either (i.) purely real, or (ii.) purely imaginary, or (iii.) (as in 
Hill's case) a complex quantity of the form ! + a pure imaginary. 
2 
In the first case µ also is purely real, but in the two other cases µ 
is a pure imaginary. 
We will first consider the case when o- is purely real, in order 
that we may find out the limits within which 00 lies, and also the 
extent of the variation of µ. For this purpose we may construct 
the table. 
TABLE IA. 
Q. OO p. µ. 








1.02791 - '02470 
3 




7w 1'04879 '01426 
I2 
* For convenience the sign of µ has been changed, and in the following 
pages /.1. will always be regarded as positive. 
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We thus see that for values of Oo lying between 94255 
and 105664 . . . , µ is real and the corresponding solution 
unstable, its maximum instability being that introduced by the 
factor e."'85' z which arises when 0o= 99878 . . . 
When Oo assumes either of the particular values 94255 
or 1.05664 . . . µ becomes identically zero, and the corresponding 
solutions of Hill's equation are purely periodic with the period. 
27r. In general these purely periodic solutions are given by 
Oo =I +O1- $012 +10102 8413 +A°12 °2 
corresponding to 17= o, and 





corresponding to v = . 
2 
These two series define the unstable region which surrounds 
the value 00= 1, and we see that the smaller the constants 01, 
02 . . . , the more contracted is the region, and ultimately, when 
these constants vanish, no instability remains in the neighbourhood 
of O0 =1. 
The point of maximum instability in this region is given by 
o = -, and so corresponds to 
4 
Oo= 1 -1012-N-01202+1É8-6-014+ . . (8) 
the amount of this maximum instability being given by the 
exponent factor 
f =$O1 +$0102 - 12sO13+ (9) 
Turning now to the imaginary and complex values of 0-, we 
may draw up a similar table, exhibiting side by side the values of 
Oo and µ, corresponding to values of v of the form ip and ` + ip 
2 
respectively, where p is a purely real quantity and im / - I. 
As has already been remarked, in these cases Oo is purely real 
and ,u is purely imaginary. We will first of all consider the last 
three columns of the following table, and observe that between the 
values -{- 2I i and 7+2.2i of o-, j., takes on the value i and the 
2 2 
solution again becomes purely periodic, with a period Ir. Corre- 
sponding to this the quantity Oo assumes a value very nearly equal 
to 4. But it will be shown in the next section that near 00 = 4 
there are two such purely periodic solutions of the equation, viz. 
those corresponding to Oo = 4.000 I I . . and ®ó=40009r . . . 
respectively, and that to all values of Oo intermediate to these 
* These correspond to the cases in which Mathieu's equation gives rise to 
the elliptic cylinder functions se1(z) and ce1(z) respectively. 















































































correspond real values of µ, and, in consequence, unstable solutions. 
But no real values of µ could possibly appear in our table (IB.), 
since every term in the series for p. is now a pure imaginary. The 
only explanation of this peculiarity which readily suggests itself is 
that the expansion of Oo as a series in o- is discontinuous near the 
value 4; that is to say, as o- varies from 71 to + 2.125 . . . 
2 z 
Oo varies continuously from 1.0566 to 4'0001 ... , and then, as CT 
is further increased, suddenly jumps to 4.0009 . . . and then 
continues for a time to increase steadily. Now as o- continues 
further to increase we see from the table that µ soon approaches a 
value zi, which again leads to a purely periodic solution corre- 
sponding to a value of Oo very nearly equal to 9. But it will be 
shown in the next section that near Oo = 9 there are two purely 
periodic solutions, corresponding respectively to 0o= 9'000rg 689 
. . . and Oo = 9'000z 1 015 . . . . As before, the intermediate 
values of O, give rise to an unstable solution, and thus the series 
for Oa in terms of o- would be expected to be discontinuous near 
Oe = 9. Likewise two values of Oo near 16 can be found which 
give rise to purely periodic solutions, and here again the inter- 
mediate v,llues give rise to instability. Thus in this region also 
the series for Oe 'would naturally be expected to exhibit a discon- 
tinuity. Unfortunately, however, the convergence of that series 
* This value is obtained by inverse interpolation in the table, and 
corresponds to /1=1. 
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rapidly diminishes together with its applicability to numerical 
work, and for this reason the table has been stopped before any 
such discontinuity could be .reached. Similarly, regions of in- 
stability can be shown to exist near 00= 25, 36, 49 ., and there 
the series for 00, if convergent, would most probably become 
discontinuous. 
Now let us examine the values of 0, and µ, which correspond 
to a purely imaginary 0 (Table Iu.). As av increases numerically 
so also does µ, but 00 decreases at first until when o 2.12 . . . i, 
µ = i, and 00 has a small negative value. Thus we have a purely 
periodic solution.* But it will be shown in § 3 that no other 
periodic solutions exist for values of 00 less than the present one 
(00= - 00 163 . . .), and that for all such values of 00 the solution 
is unstable. Thus the series in o- does not become discontinuous 
at this point, but has a minimum after which 0e begins steadily to 
increase until between 0 = 241 and o- = 2.5i, µ attains the value i 
and 0e (which is then nearly unity) has a discontinuity. Thereafter 
Oc continues steadily to increase, and the range of values of 00 and 
contained in the last three columns of the table are reproduced, 
so that the first three columns give us no further information than 
that already obtained. Thus we see that the series for 00 in terms 
of o- would give the complete set of possible values of 00 that give 
rise to stability and omit all those that produce instability. There 
seems at present to be no means of definitely proving the existence 
of discontinuities in the series considered, but there seems to be 
little doubt that they actually do exist. 
§ 2. At the conclusion of my paper "On a General Solution of 
Hill's Equation" I remarked that though the solution I there gave 
was only of value in the case when 00 .was nearly unity, it was 
equally possible to obtain solutions appropriate to the cases when 
0, was approximately 4, 9, etc. I now propose to deal with such 
cases, and to link them up with the former case. 
As before, we assume a solution of the form 
er`zu(z) 
where 
P. -P1(0)01+ p2(o-) ®2 + + g1(o-)®12 + g2(o-)®22 + . 
+4'12(0)0102+ +rl(o-)013+ 
but in this case 
u(z) = sin (2z - o-)+ A, (z, o-)0]. + A2(z, o-)02 + . . . + B1(z, 0)012 
+ B2(z, 0)022 + B12(z, 0)0102 + Ci(z, 0)013 + , 
the functions A, B, C, . . . being conditioned to contain no terms 
in either sin (2z - o-) or cos (2z - o). 
The relation between 0e and o- is in this case 
0p= 4+À1(0)®1+X.2(0)02+ +µ1(0)0l2 +µ2((r)022+ 
+141.20")®1°2 + . + v1(0)®13 + 
' 
* In fact, that one which corresponds to the Mathieu function cep(z). 
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giving us a solution applicable in particular to the case in which 
0o does not differ greatly from the value 4. 
Proceeding exactly as before, we find that the terms in the 
general solution are as follows. (Only those terms whose order is 
the eighth or less than the eighth are investigated, as they will be 
sufficient for all present purposes.) 
Terms in 01- 
pl = o. 
X1 = o. 
A1=1 sin o- + X22 sin (4z o-). 
Terms in 02 
P2 = sin 20-. 
X2 =COS 20. 
A2= sin (6z e-). 
Terms in Or, where r> 2- 
pr = 0. 
=0. 
Ar 4r(r+2) 
sin {( 2r +2)z o- }- sin {(2r- 2)z +o} 
Terms in 012- 
= 1 sin 20-. q1 
= COS 20-. 
B 1 = 3 1 4 sin (6z o). 
Terms in 022- 
12 = o. 
µs= - +32 cos 
B2 = 5 14 4 sin (I oz o-) + TAT Sill 2 cr COS (6z Q) 
+1--cos 20- sin (6z o-). 




Terms in O102- 
Ì12 = o. 
µl2 =o. 
B12= áo sin (8z q) +144 sin 20' cos (4z o-) 
+( cos so- 3'4 4)sin(4z -cr) * sin3o- +gis -Ski v, 
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Terms in 010s- 
q18 = A- sin zo. 
µ1s =4- cos 2ff. 
Ternis in 010 where r> 3- 
qlr = o. 
pr.= O. 
Terms in 013- 
r1 =o. 
Vl =o. 
Cl = 2aó 4 0 sin (8z v) - sin 2o cos (42 o-) 
+(13824 5 -7$ cos 20 sin (4z -0-) +1 8- sin 3 ? 4 sin cr. 
Terms in 01202 
r12= ,sin 20' +-ij- sin 40'. 2-1 
1'12 = -$ cos 2D' +g; cos 40'. 
Terms in 014- 
S1 = 288 sin 20' - 5 12 sin 40'. 
231= - +.-A- cos 20 - - - cos 4cr. 
D1 =.s 6s4sin(roz o-) 1474g Sin 2s- cos (6z -0-) 
_L 1 11 
17280 147458 
Terms in. IV- 
O. 
P1 = O. 
cos zv) sin (6z (7). 
We thus obtain, as the required expansions of 00 and µ, the 
following :- 
00 = 4 + 02 cos 20 + (g- - cos 20')012 + ( - + COS 4v)022 
cos 20' + cos 40)012®2 
(- A1E +A- cos 20 -- COS 40') ®14 +. . . (ro) 
p.= 102 sin 20- - 1012 sin 20' + (= -,T1-2- sin 20- + Th sin 40')®12 02 
+ (AT sin 20 A, sin 4o-)014+ . . . (r r) 
As before, when o- is real p. also is real, and consequently the 
solution is unstable, and, when o- is imaginary is imaginary, and 
the solution is stable. When o- assumes either of the values 
o or 
2 
, µ vanishes, and the solution becomes purely periodic with 
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a period 7r. The corresponding values of Oo in these 
respectively given by the relations 




00 =4 -02 +12012 A°22 1-41"-®12®2 13824014 +.. (I 3)* 
Adopting now Hill's values of the constants OI, 02 . . . , the 
expansions of Oe and become 
Oe = 400054 - 00o43 cos 2v + . 
µ= '000IO 7 sin 2Q+ . . . . 
and 
Thus when o is purely real, Oc and 




























All values of Oe lying within the interval between Oo = 4.00011 
and Oe = 4.00097 give rise to real values of µ, and consequently to 
an unstable solution, the maximum instability being that repre- 
sented by the factor e'0°°1° : It will at once be noticed that the 
interval within which instability would occur is considerably 
smaller than in the case in which Oe is nearly unity, and further, 
that the secular factor is enormously less in this case than in the 
last. If we turn for a moment to the case in which Oo is nearly 9, 
we find that we may obtain expansions of the form 
Oc =9 +Os COS za +jg012 +1p022 40102 cos 20 +84013 cos 2a 
-rx - ®14+ . (r6) 
* In the case of Mathieu's equation these would correspond to the 
functions se2(z) and ce2(z) respectively. 
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and µ= $ ®3 sm. 2o'- 01O2 sin 20 +314®13 sin zo.+ ... (i7) 
which, with Hill's numbers, become 
00= 9.0002o 352 - 00000 663 cos 2v+ . . . . (18) 
and 
µ= 00000 lit) sin zo-+ . . . . (i9) 
Thus in this case the interval during. which µ is real is extremely 
short, and the maximum real value of itself is only 00000 1, and 
hence the region of instability near Oo = 9 is very limited, and the 
amount of instability is at most relatively minute. This applies 
generally to the higher expansions of Oo and µ, that is to say, to 
those applicable in the neighbourhood of 00= 16, 25, 36 .... So 
that, as Oo increases in magnitude, the possibility of its being 
associated with a markedly unstable solution becomes less and 
less. 
Returning now to equations (1 2) and (i3), and tabulating values 
of Oa and µ corresponding to the two possible sets of non -real 








































The tendency in this case seems to be as in the previous one, 
but the series are not sufficiently convergent to show the phenomena 
in their full detail. 
§ 3. The method of dealing with Hill's equation which has 
concerned us so far is suited to the cases in which 00 is nearly 
I, 4, 9, . . . but not to the case of Oo approximately zero. In 
order to complete thé discussion we will obtain a solution 
appropriate to this case. To do so we assume a solution 
y=eau 
where c is a constant and 
u = 1 + Iii(z)0l + A2(z)02 + . . . +131(z)0,2+ B2(2)022 + . . . 
+ B12(z)0102 + . . . + Cl(z)013 + . . 
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Oo is now to be determined by the relation 
00= ao +a101 +a202+ . . . b,121,2+ b,022+ . . . 
+b12®3®2+ +c1013+ 
On substituting these expressions in Hill's equation and equat- 
ing to zero the terms of the result which contain no O, we have 
ap = c2. 
We now proceed as usual, and obtain the following terms in 
the expansions of Oo and u :- 
Terms in On, where n= I, 2, 3 . . .- 
a,t=o. 
An = I cos 29t2 - c sin 2n'/,. 
2(C2+n2) 2n(c2--n2) 
Terms in One, where n = I, 2, 3- 
I 
Vzt 2(c2+ n2) 2 2 
li za c cos nz = 
4n 16n2(c2 +n2)(c2 +2) 4 16n(c2 +n23c n )(c2 +42) sin nz. 4 
Terms in 0,.05, where r, s= I, 2, 3 . . . and r + s- 
6,.S = O. 
Terms in 02, where n = 1, 2, 3 . . 
en = O. 
Term in 014- 
I e2 
d1 
16(1 + e2)3 
I. - 202 
32( I + c2)2(4 + 02) 
Thus the following expression for Oo in terms of Ol, 02, and c is 
obtained, and will be sufficient for our purpose, viz. 
0 = -- C2 - - - -I-- 0,2 - _I 2 C 
2(1 +c2) 1 2(4 +02) 
2 
- N + LI6I-:2)3 32(I +0)2(4+ c2) ®1 + . . . (20) 
which, with Hill's numbers, becomes 
=_ c2 -'00 1 62 70100 00000 00734 O wo 
1 +c2 4+c2 
+( 7')3( '" 4) +c2 ('00000 0330))+ . . . (2I) I + 
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This expression is quite unsuited for dealing with the purely 
periodic solutions which occur at c = i, 2i, 3i . .., as these are 
precisely the values of c which render it divergent. It is, however, 
useful for dealing with those solutions which are intermediate 
between the periodic solutions, and also enables us to dispose of 
the whole range of negative values of Oc. 
When c is zero we have a periodic solution given by 
O"e= 0012 $022 +128 %14+ (22)* 
In Hill's case the value of this expression is oo162. . . . 
This is the periodic solution of lowest order, for, corresponding to 
all real values of c, equation (2I) gives us negative values of Oe 
extending uninterruptedly down to negative infinity. We thus 
conclude that to all values of 00 less than oo162 . . . corre- 
spond unstable solutions of Hill's equation, and the larger Oe is 
numerically, the greater is the amount.of instability. 
We will now consider imaginary values of ee, and to treat of 




Ii + 00836 I li 1.21758 
2i '03831 I'2i 
.3i '0882 I3i I'69235 
4i '15806 '4i 1'96169 
'5i '24783 2'25130 
6i '35746 I6i 256104. 
'7i '48682 I 7i 2'89000 
'8i '63550 I$i 3'24072 
9i '8oi6o I.9i 361062 
This table may be continued indefinitely, giving us the values of 
Oe which correspond to all values of c except those near the critical 
points c =i, 2i, 3i .... In fact, the formule (20) and (21), though 
useless near these critical values, are much more useful than those 
of §§ I, 2, for values of e remote from the critical values. On the 
other hand, the formule of §§ I, z are particularly adapted to in- 
vestigations near the appropriate critical values of c (or µ), and 
(unless a large number of terms in the series are used) relatively 
useless away from the particular critical values with which they 
are respectively associated. Too much weight must therefore not 
be given to the figures in Table Is., which was computed with 
series of only a limited number of terms, and which was con- 
structed merely to show the tendency of the series in v when 0- 
was large and imaginary. 
This periodic solution corresponds to the Mathieu function ceo(z). 
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Reverting the series (20), we obtain (cf. Tisserand, Me. Cil., 
iii. p. io) 
e2= 
2 
2(I -CIO) 2(4 130) 
3 -®o I +2®5 014- (23) 
16(1 -00)3 32(1 -00)2(4-00) 
which, when the solution is stable, may be used for determining c 
when the constants 00, 01, 02 . . . are given. Thus, using Hill's 
numbers, we have 
c2= - 1.158844 + 010246 +'000289. 
= - 1.1483o9. 
The correct value of c2 to six places of decimals is - 1'148281. 
This formula, in fact, does not give so good an approximation as 
do the formulw involving o- when terms of the same order in 01, 
02 . . are retained in the former as in the latter, so that for 
problems such as Hill's, in which 00 is near a critical value, the 
method of introducing the parameter o- is to be preferred. 
Trinity College, Cambridge : 
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Further Notes on the General Solution of Hill's Equation. 
By E. Lindsay Ince, M.A., B.Sc. 
§ r. Introduction. -This paper is a sequel to the two papers * I 
have previously published on the subject of Hill's equation. In 
the first paper I obtained an expression for the exponent -factor in 
in terms of the constants 0,, 02, 03, . . . of the equation and a 
new parameter v which itself depends on the constant 00 as well 
as on 0,, 02, 03, . .. In the second paper I considered the question 
of the stability or instability of the solutions which might arise 
when 0,, 02, 03, . . . had the values given in the case studied by 
Hill, and 00 took all possible values. This is a more or less arti- 
ficial problem, because, in the astronomical case at least, any varia- 
tion in 00 implies also variations in Or 02, Os, . . . I now propose 
to consider the case of more interest to astronomers, viz. that in 
which 00, 01s 02, . . . are expressed as functions of the quantity 
m (the ratio of the synodic month to the sidereal year) and vary 
simultaneously. In the first place I shall obtain an expression for 
cos 20' in the form of a series of ascending powers of m, from 
which I shall deduce a corresponding series for sin 20-. This last 
I shall make use of to obtain the first six terms of the literal 
expansion for p. in terms of m, and in conclusion I shall show how 
sin 20' varies numerically for a range of values of m from o to 25, 
and give a rough estimate of the value of m which gives rise to a 
periodic solution. 
§ 2. The Series for 00 and µ transformed into Series in m.- 
As far as terms of the eighth order the expressions which were 
found for 0, and µ in terms of 0,, 02, 03, . . . and o- are 
respectively 
= I ZOI2 I 022- 
6 
I OI202 + 4I O14 2 2.3 z .3 24 




{. 020- 04 
3 
12 1 } _(I) 
and 
2o-{I0, +0102 -273 l + 40-{-21,701202 - 3014} (2) 2
03, 04, . . . only appear in terms of the tenth and higher 
orders. 
To enable us to express these equations in terms of m, we avail 
* M.N., lxxv. p. 436 (1915 March); lxxvi. p. 431 (1916 March). 
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ourselves of the following relations,* which are correct to the terms 
in ms :- 
o= I+2m-m2+22551n4+19m5-óOm6+253321n7+I 218°3351]I8, 
© í5m2_ 57m3- IIm4- 23 688031ll5- 37924.17m 
2 2 2. 3 2 
7íI2183 a 
1 3 2 2 10 3 3 27 34.5 ' 
®12= 2z25m4+822515 +5289m6 + 371m7 +629ll 6791ne 
3 





1665mó 336097 169621ms N 
1 2 25 27. 
28 ' 
O 4- 50625n18 1 
24 
, 
p12p2 = 24975n1s, 
26 
2- I 2 3 2 I s ©2 111`. 
With the aid of these relations we are able to express equation 
(i) in the form 
2m-Im8+465m4+3153 6 m+ 41m6 
2 2 2 z .3 
= cos 20.. - 1512 - 5713 - - 23 60231n6 I284239m7 
2 22 2 . 3 25 . 32 22 33 
+cos2 20 j 224 m4 +8451n5+ 5889m6+322Im7 +493983ms (3) 
` .3 
while the series in ,u, takes the form 
15 2 57 3 I I 4 23 5 18809 I22707 71 µ.= sin 20- - 22m --m - 
2 
m - 22 3m - 26 32m 2s 33 
ln 1} 
101925 s - sin ¢o- 214 m . (4) 
Here only those terms which will be required in the following 
work have been retained. 
° Hill, Annals of Mathematics, ix. (1894) Pp. 35, 37, and Collected 
Works, iv. pp. 44, 47 
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§ 3. Determination of cos 20' as a Series of Powers of m.- 
Equation (3) shows us that, as a first approximation, cos 20' has the 
a 
value - 2 . Let us therefore assume a series of the form 
3.5m 
22 





32 252m2[1+ zahn +(a12 +2a2)1112 +(za1a2 +za3)m3+ ...]. 
The coefficients al, a2, a3, .... have now to be determined, we 
therefore substitute these assumed values of cos zo- and cos2 20- in 
equation (3) and compare the coefficients of successive powers of 
m on the two sides of the equation obtained. We find that the 
coefficient of in gives rise to 
1f 
2 -( 5)( 22 / 3.5 
an identity. Taking the coefficients of m2, we find that 
_4 =za,+ 57 +1, 
3.5 
whence 
a1= - 23 
z .5 
The coefficients of m3 give rise to the equation 
whence 
o=za2+ 57 44 i.:za,+i9, 
3.5 35 5 
a2= 23239152. 
Thus in succession we find that 
156073 
a3 - 
a 4 13328113 = 26 33 54' 
a5 229 434 4.55 1 
The series for cos 20- therefore is 
and 
2 







. . .1 
6 8 54 9 4 6 
JJ 
+2 .5 3 (5) 
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§ 4. The Series for sin 2v. -The next step is to obtain a 
similar series for sin 20-. Let us assume therefore the expansion 
sin 20-- ± 22a [ r + b11n + b2m2 + b3m3 + b4m4 + b5m5 + . . . ], 
3 5711 
whence 
S111220- = 2 0[1 + 2b1m+( b12 +2b.,)In2 +(2b1b2 +2b3)m3 +...], 
32 52 1n- 
and use the identity 
4 
coS2 2o- +sine 2v= I 
to set up the relations between the a's and the b's. 





From the coefficients of m° we have 
2 




Likewise from the coefficients of in we have 
o= ala2 +a3 b1b2 b3, 
whence 
1434541 b3 = 
2 
and in succession from the coefficients of m2 and m3 we obtain 
1084909759 





Thus we obtain a series expression for sin zo-, viz. 
2 
sin zo = ± 2 z I _ 53 m 
6511 
n12 14345411Ils 3.5m 22 5 25 3 52 27 32 53 
10849097591114 _ 18583913257911151 
211 
33 
54 213 34 55 (6) 
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We also have 
251 r 
sin 4v= 2 sin 2o COS 2Q= + 
LI 
- 53 m- 
32 522 m 2 5 
145 
The sign of these expressions is of course ambiguous ; we shall 
arbitrarily choose the positive sign. 
§ 5. The Literal Expression for c. -The expression (4) which 
gives p. in terms of sin 20 and m may be written in the form 
iµ = i sin 2cr j ZZm2 23ma _ 2Im4 288o9 
l 3 3 
122707 - 29 3 111 - . . 
3 
101925 8 
+ i sin 40- 214 
If we use the series for sin 2v and sin 40- in terms of m, 
obtained in the preceding section, we may express µ as a series 
,of ascending powers of in alone. We find, in fact, that on the 
right -hand side of the equation 
the coefficient of ni = + I, 
m2=b1+ 19 _ 3 2.5 22 
22 >> m3=b2+219Sb1+35= -225I 
4 2367 m= 7 2 
5 111749 ln = 211 ' 
1n6-- 4°95991 
213 3 
The exponent c being defined by the relation 
c =1 +iµ, 
we thus arrive at the known literal expression for e, viz. 
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§ 6. Numerical Results -a Periodic Solution. -In my previous 
papers on the subject of Hill's equation I pointed out that when 
sin 20- vanishes, h vanishes, and the solution of Hill's equation 
becomes purely periodic ; when sin 20- is purely imaginary, .t 
also is purely imaginary and the solution is stable. It is there- 
fore interesting to examine how sin 20 varies as in assumes 
different values in a convenient range. 
The numerical values of the coefficients b in theexpansion 
of sin 20- are as follows :- 





b= _ 1434541 _ 9.96209, 144000 
bi = 1084909759 
_ 31'39206, 
34560000 
1,5= 185839132579 _ 89.6215o. 
2073600000 
The series s + b1 n1 + ó0m2+ b3m3 + . . . is therefore not very con- 
vergent for values of in greater than about o1. The ratios -3 
2 
bq and l3 are respectively 3.67, 3'15 and 2.85. On the assumptions 
b:l b:4 
that the b's always remain negative (so that the series has one 
zero) and that the series tends to become geometric, we may 
fairly assume the radius of convergence to be not less than '4. 
If this is so we may take the remainder after the term in m5 to 
be of the form 
Or 
2251116[I + 2'5111+ (2'5111)2+ (2'5m)3+ . . 
225m6 
I-2'Sn1 
In the following table, the column Se gives the values of 
sin 20 when the first six terms of the series only are retained. 
The numbers in the column headed S take into account also 
the above assumed value for the remainder of the series. The 
last column gives the corresponding value of ill. As the series 
for iy, appears to diverge when m is at all greater than 0.2, 
little reliance can be put on the last entries in this column. 
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The series for sin 2a' seems to be more satisfactory than the 
series for iµ for investigating the question of periodicity. 
m. S. S. 
00 0o i oo i o 
'05 4.5828i 4.5828i 0472 
08085 251045 2.5101i 0716 
.10 1.85o3i 1.8495i 'o835 
.15 .8625i 8586i '107 
'20 2705i '2323i 04 
'21 I7o0i I176i 02 
'22 '0726i 'oo42i 00 
'23 - '0228i - 1133i 
'24 - 1173i - 2362i 
25 - 2111i - .3666i 
m= 'o8o85 corresponds to the case of the lunar perigee 
discussed by Hill. 
If, as we have supposed, all the coefficients b in the series 
1 + b1m + b2m2 + . . . are negative, the series must have one 
zero for some positive value of m. For this value of in, sin 2o- 
vanishes, and consequently vanishes and the solution is purely 
periodic. The above table indicates that this zero of sin 20 
occurs at a value of m near 0.22. In other words, for values 
of m about ^, the apse of the orbit considered has only a 
vanishingly small motion. 
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